In a recent paper on the foundations of thermodynamics, Gurtin and Williams [8] showed that under certain physically reasonable hypotheses the first and second laws of thermodynamics (for rigid heat conductors) arẽ~ f e dv = -f q n da + f r dv,
The result in applying the Laplace transform to (2) under the assumptions that u(x, t) and uXI(x, t) are continuous at t = 0 is (5); on the other hand, the formal Fourier sine transform solution with the assumptions that the u and ux -> 0 as x -> » gives (3) . These two results have important implications for a numerical solution. In a physical application one may choose the results of one of these solutions because of experimental correlation with theory for longer times and distances even though a detailed knowledge of the mechanism at x = 0 and t = 0 may be lacking.
Each of the functions listed in (3) and (5) 4>(v, e) = 6 , or X
Here d<t>/dv < 0 is continuous in v for fixed e, F(v) = f'a f(w, t)dw is bounded independent of v and e, and (4) and (6) . In this section we develop two series for (4) and (6) which tend to complement each other in numerical evaluation. These series consist of positive terms involving functions for which good numerical techniques are available for computation. We start with (4) I Ji+Tyrdv -(">_ jjpr r,-'") 0 < 2m < 2n -2,
and we apply this with m = n -1. The Leibnitz rule for differentiation of a product
will expand the right side into a sum in terms of
and the derivatives of e~* 'Continuity of dip/dv can be relaxed to continuity in v for fixed e in order to apply the proof. 
The right side of (7) takes the form
and with P-i(x) = 1,
after changing orders of summation. A shift of index in the second sum, n = A* + 1 + p, gives a series which is identifiable as an incomplete gamma function,°° / -I \ P/T7P + A: + 1 r> T
SifckrT)
The final form for m1 is
where P-i(x) = 1 and
Numerical values (to a specified number of significant figures) for these gamma functions can be generated very efficiently by the procedure described in [6] . An explicit expression for Pk(x) is easily obtained by examining the transform [5, p. 67]
and comparing this with (7) for m = 0,
Then, by summing in the reverse direction and replacing n -2 by n,
The terms
remain well scaled, even for very large X, but some rearrangement is necessary to ensure that all factors remain scaled:
The fact that Ui(x, t) -> 1 as T -* oo is shown by exchanging the order of summation in (8) with the aid of (9) and noting that V (2p + r -1)! = r e-'IM _ 1 h^"+rvHr + p)! Jo A second series for (4) can be obtained in which X and T essentially exchange roles. This is done by adding and subtracting e~T on the right of (4) The result is and f° sin v dv tv y4 T(m + n)
ulIX(x, t) is also needed to compute the thermodynamic temperature for the results in [2] . This can be done by using u2(x,t) (1 e 2e A,nl L, ml T(n + l)2m+n+1
Asymptotics for e -> 0. Since (1) was obtained by linearizing the heat conduction theory in [2] , one expects e to be small in a physical application. We therefore develop the asymptotic expressions in e for Ui(x, t) and u2(x, t). This we do by taking the Laplace transform of expressions (4) and (6) Hen(x) = n\ £ --]--2mm\ (n -2m)! Some numerical experiments indicate that the first term works well for large t but applies sooner for large x. A similar analysis for u2(x, t) gives u2(x, t) = erfc (-f^) + /(,°Q E (ft) £ Vf" ^2^ '
Some comments on a numerical solution.
Although for e = 0 the solution of the boundary value problem (2) is closely approximated by the difference scheme
the foregoing analysis shows that if the analogous difference scheme
for (2) with e > 0 converges, it can be expected to approach u2{x, t). u2(x, t) would also be produced by starting with u2(x, 0) = e~'/lX/\ w2(0, t) = 1.
Thus, if one wishes to produce it, (x, t), consideration must be given to other conditions. One expects from the analysis that either of the pairs u^x, 0) = e~ax J«i(x, 0) = 0 .«,(<), t) = 1 k(0, 0=1-will produce Ui(x, t) if a is chosen commensurate with Ax. If a is too large then u2 is produced. In practice a = 1/Ax works very well, (a = 1/ Ax = slope of the line connecting w(0, AO = 1 with u(Ax, 0) = 0.) These observations were confirmed by some numerical experiments with Ax and At as low as .001, with e = .01, .1 and .5.
The proposed (implicit) difference scheme yields the usual tridiagonal system of equations for u"+1, j = 1, 2, • • • , N which is easily solved by recursion [10, p. 198 ]. This numerical scheme can be expected to be unconditionally stable since for and Ui(x, t) is taken in the form (4). These are equivalent if one assumes conditions which will ensure the inversion of / to /. Actually (12) is preferable since the value and limiting form for v(x, t) at x = 0 are unambiguous, the integral being uniformly convergent in the neighborhood of x = t = 0 with only mild restrictions on /. The inequality i + 6/r obtained by bounding the maximum in t for fixed v, helps in bounding the integral independent of x and t for the Weierstrass M test. It is easily seen by integrating the sine transform by parts twice that two differentiations with respect to x can be performed, v(x, t) = /(0)(1 -e_1/<) + f(x)e-'/c --P [e ' '"""J ~ 6 sin fix dp, (
7T J0 P and differentiation with respect to t does not hinder the convergence of the integral. gives 0(1/N2) convergence.
